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Genetpleads cause of

BMIT TO RETAIN
W
A

BLceck

and' South Boston that aren't as
"'safe"-as the college campuses,

currently considered the battleground

of white revolutionary

efforts.

Free Bobby Seale
Miranda added that if the
Black Panthers didn't get any
help front white radicals, particularly in. the issue of seeking
the freedom of party chairman
Bobby Seale, then "the niggers
will do it alone if they have to.=
Genet, author of the incisive
play, "The Blacks,",often called
a traitor to his country, a thief,
and a homosexual, was the key
speaker of the evening. The playwright, who speaks only French,
had been. scheduied to appear inKresge Auditorium on the prieceeding evening, but was forced
to. postpone his appearance until
a day later. His remarks were
translated for the audience by
SACC leader, Jon Kabat.:
As it became evident early in
the evening that Lobdell was
going to overflow, sponsors of
the event sought out Dean Jay
Hammerness to try to get it
moved to a larger hall, but were
told by him that all the potentially larger auditoriums, including Kresge, were being used.
Venceremos vs. refugees
Two returnees from the Venceremos Brigade, the group of
American students and revolutionaries who cut cane in Cuba
for' several months, originally
were to tell of their experiences
in 54-100 at 7:30 that evening.
Genet, however, was delayed
over an hour in arriving,_ and
attendance in 54-100 was sparse,

NEW, SPACE WORK
FOR D 'ERLABS
The Draper Laboratory has
received a one-year contract to
work on guidance, navigation
and control systems for advanced space missions, including
analytical studies of · the guidance and control' systems for a
space shuttle vehicle.
In-'idditiofi, a contract the
Laboratory holds from the U.S.
Army having to do with an
advanced flight control system
for vertical takeoff and landing
aircraft (VTOL) was amended'
once in December to provide a
time extension to January 31
and then was amended again in
February to provide a time extension to March 31. The contract, which is classified, began
October 16, 1968.
The new space shuttle contract and the contract extensions
were part of contracting activities at the Laboratory during the
three-month period -of December, 1969, through February,
1970, and were reported by Dr.
Albert G. Hill, Vice President for
Research Administration.
Dr. Hill said that not all the
proposals which precede contracting. activity for this period
were available to the new Standing Committee on the Special
Labs for their consideration and
advice, since the Committee was
only formed late last year, and
was not in existence at the time
of the early activity.

Undergrads little affected
by office phase-out,

research shows

SACC leader Jon Kabat and playwright Jean Genet, flanked by two
Black Panthers, discuss the role of the Panthers in reshaping society.

so the cane cutters agreed to
move to Lobdell, and stage their
conference there, thus setting
the stage for a full scale confrontation with about half a
dozen Cuban refugees opposed
to the Castro regimnie.
The refugees continually battered away at Dave and Kathy,
the two from the Brigade, and
repeatedly asked them why so
many people were leaving Cuba
if life was so good'there. They
charged that the exodus rate was
400 per day, a statement which
Dave and Kathy denied.
All part of a plot?
At one point Kathy became,
so irritated and annoyed wiih
the questioners, that she burst
out with the claim that they
were all part of an organized
group of Cuban anti-Castroites
operating in this country who
followed returned members of
the Venceremos Brigade around
to counteract their statements.
The validity of her claim could

Phlosophy spin-off seen
By Lee Giguere
There is . a "very good
chance" that the formation of
an independent Department of
Philosophy will take place within the next year.
Associate Provost Walter
Rosenblith 'specified the next
academic year as the most likely
date for the department's appearance. Professor of Philosophy Richard Cartwright gave
June, 1971, as the expected date
of the establishment of' the department.
The Faculty Council has discussed the proposal in a general

Funding cri:
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topicof open discussion

A rare opportunity to look
behind the scenes at MIT's financial structure will occur at 7
o'clock tonight on the second
floor of the Student Center.
Comptroller Paul Cusick,
Dean Robert Alberty of the
School of Science, Director of
Student Employment Dan Langdale, Albert Hill, Vice-President
Of Research Administration and
Special Laboratories are among
those who will be present to
discuss the financial crisis affecting the Institute and how it will
affect students
The MIT budget this year is
being squeezed from several directions and one source predicted a possible $4 million deficit
for the next fiscal year. Cuts in:
fi'ancial aid (see The Tech,
March 6) and the effects of the

j DRAPT ADYICE
' FOR STUDENTS

Party

PParither

By Harvey Baker
Lobdell Dining Ilall was the
scene Thursday night of a stunning series of impassioned
speeched and calis for revolution, a raucous debate betwe.en
two members of the Venceremos
Brigade and' several Cuban refugees living in this country, and a
revelation -by famed French
playwright Jean Genet that he
was in America: clandestinely
and illegally, speaking on behalf
of the Black Panther Party.
Panther leader Doug Miranda
later told the overflow audience
of 500 or more that white revolutionaries should leave the campuses, and start organizing in
thw hite communities, particularly in places like Charlestown

..- i

Mansfield Amendment (The
Tech, .February 27, March 3) are
some of the issues that will be
addressed.
Tonight's session is the second in a series of attempts to
increase student-faculty-administration communication. through
small, seminar-like discussions of
important and controversial topics.

Tracy MciLellan and Nancy
Wheatley, both '71, started these
meetings, partly as a response to
the failure of President Johnson's. Friday afternoon conferences, and partly due to their
perception that "a lot of students had something to say and
no place to say it."
Future topics include the role
of the student in Institute governance and sponsored research.
qp
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way, but has not yet considered
the details nor dealt with the
matter formally.
Both Rosenblith and Cartwright noted that the change
would involve not a large scale
re-arrangement of the Philosophy section but would mainly
entail giving a new status to the
section. Rosenblith pointed out
that the change would involve
determining the relationship of
the new department to the core
requirements and such matters
as advisors, however. He also
noted that it would require consideration by the Faculty and
other groups with-jurisdiction in
the matter which have not yet
been consulted.
No new courses

3

,

Plhoro by Gary Ezzell

not be deternlined, though it is
true that there are several ('uban
refugee organizations operating
in this country.
The debate, often raucous
and noisy, was interrupted several titles by hisses from the audi-

ence, and was finally cut off for
good by the showing of a filin
about the Balck Panthers and
the arrival of Genet, accoimpa-

nied by two Panthers and Jon
Kabat.
Genet spoke slowly, one sentence at a tine, pausing after

each sentence to let Kabat translate. The fact that a significant
minority of the audience understood French was demonstrated
by the frequent interruptions of
applause from those gathered,
even before Kabat could translate Genet's remarks. This was
rather perplexing to those who
understood only English, as was
the necessity for Genet to speak
slowly and often repeat, so that
Kabat could translate exactly his
words.
Real obscenity
At one point, Genet related a
story in which, he said, he was
to speak on a radio station, and
Ut.S manager asked him to be

careful not to use any obscenity.
Shortly thereafter, he said, lie
stayed in the apartment of several Black Panther friends of his in
Chicago. Though women and
children were usually present,
the apartment had to be guarded
constantly with weapons by the
Panthers,· making those inside
feel as if they were in a, war
zone. Real obscenity, said Genet, is just this type of situation,
(Please turn to page 3!

Class disrul tion trial
for Kats, w'ohmer today

The trial of George KatsiaficCartwright has said that the
as
'70 and Pete Bohmer i s set
change would not involve the
for
today in the 3rd Middlesex
addition of new courses or facul.District
Court.
ty but would largely be an
Katsiaficas
and Bohmer are
-administrative one. He pointed
charged
with
interruption
of a
out that the Department of
school in connection with the
Humanities already grants a Doc- alleged disruption of MIT classes
tor of Philosophy degree and on January 16, an event related
said that if departmental status to the occupation of
the Presiis granted to his section, they dent's and Corporation offices
will petition the faculty for the on January 15 and 16.
right to grant undergraduate deBoth Katsiaficas and Bohmer
grees in philosophy.
have already been placed on 8
The notion that anew depart- months probation by the court
ment, might.be formed has been on charges of criminal trespass
in existence for several months. stemming from the office takeWhen questioned on the matter over. Additionally, Katsiaficas is
in January, Prof. Douglass, on probation as a result of his
Humanities Department Head. activities at a Boston University
said that the proposal was in the demonstration several months
process of being brought before ago.
the Academic Council but had
The incident in question ocnot been acted on because of curred on Friday, January 16 at
other more pressing matters be- about 11 am. while
the offices
fore that body,
were still. occupied. Pete Bohmer
n-

.
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By Bruce Weinberg
Research over the past two
weeks has clarified the factors
behind the decision to close the
Undergraduate Selective Service
Office reported on February 27.
It should first be made clear
that the Institute is not discontinuing the advising of students
on Selective Service mlatters. Tlhe
Undergraduate office will be
conmbined with the Graduate Selective Service Office, under the
leadership of Sanborn Brown,
Associate Dean of the Graduate
School. Officially, the undergraduate advising will be overseen by the Office of the Dean
for Student Affairs.
With this mIove Mrs. Arlny
Metcalfe and Miss Jean Barrett,
who have handled the undergraduate counseling for the past
two years, will be leaving the
Selective Service offices. It is not
yet known what they will be
doing next year. The counseling
for the combined offices will be
done by Miss-Joanne Robinson,
currently handling the graduate
advising, and one other person,
as yet unnamed.
The reasons for the nlove
stem from the changes in the
draft laws and the nature of the
draft. Two years ago, on the
retirement of Mrs. Eleanor Lutz,
the two separate offices were
established, as was. the Faculty
Advisory C'onmmittee on Selective Service. Since then the need
for draft counseling has declined
so that two offices and three
counselors are no longer necessary. With the institution of the
draft lottery, the federal government has been making the Selective Service process more automatic. Also, the process of
getting deferments is becoming
more regulated and limited. The
prospects for the near future
indica;te that job deferments
may be eliminated and student
deferments phased out in June.
(Pleasetuarn to page 3)

and George Katsiaficas left the
sit-in to try to attract more
support for it; they went to the
classes of Professors John Wulff
and Edwin Bransome.
The first incident was in
Wulff's class, 3.091 in which
Kats and Bohmer entered from
the rear, and began passing out
leaflets explaining the occupation. Whdr; Wulff noticed their
activities, he shouted to thenim,
"What are you doing?" When
the nature of their actions became clear, a brief scuffle ensued, and the two were physically escorted from the classroom.
The following Wednesday, in a
preliminary hearing, Wulff testified against them, and today's
trial stems from that hearing. A
similar incident occurred in
Bransome's Nutrition class, and
the Insitute is pressing charges
against Bohmer and Katsiaficas
for this disruption also.
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Horoscope for Thursday,
March 19 at-8:50 am...'

RECORD
I

Famous label stereo, hi-fi
records-and sets at the'
unbelievable low price of

-r$1.49"

per record

original selling price

$2.2o
per record
Archive of Folk, Jazz and Piano Music, Concert Disc,
Counterpoint, Everest, Period, Tradition and many others.
Great artists and hundreds of titles:
Pete Seeger
Mason Williams
Woody Guthrie
Leadbelly
Odetta
Lightnin Hopkins
Tommy Makem
Clancy Brothers
Charlie Parker
D)uke Ellington
Charlie Mingus
Dizzy Gillespie
Django Reinhardt
Carlos Montoya
Andres Segovia
Oscar Brand
Carolyn Hester
Rod McKuen George Gershwin
Sonny Terry
Maria Callas

&

=

Renata Tebaldi
Franco Ccr!lli
Cesare Siepi
Carlo Bergonzi
Ferruccio Tagliavini
Enrico Caruso
Ignace Paderewski
London Symphony
Pittsburgh Symphony
Moscow Philharmonic
Vienna Philharmonic
N. Y. Pro Musica
Fine Arts Quartet
Noah Greenberg
Leningrad Philharmonic
Leopold Stokowski
Jean Pierre Rampal
Manitas de Plata
Beniamino Gigli
Malcolm Hamilton
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&"set values to $29
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Beethoven

Complete Nine Symphonies
J. Krips, London Symphony Orch.
7 record set,

Beethoven

-

0

{]
· ~ {99

*
now only ~]J

Complete String Quartets

Fine
Arts Quartet
9

Bartok
Complete Quartets

.

set,

no ,.

only

i,

Mahler
1

2 record set,

now only

.~~~~~o]

i

London Symphony Orch.

9ff

1

Fine Arts Quartet

99

O1

Symphony Number 8

-9

3 record set,
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99

now only
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Anthology of
· usic of Black Africa
M
Winmner of Grand Prix du Disque
3 record set,
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J S.-Bach

.
now only
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Well-Tempered Clavier Books I & 2
-Malcolm Hamlton- now only
6 record*t,
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Sale ends March 28th · Quantity limited

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
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All sales final

HARVARD SQUARE

M.I.T. STUDENT' CENTER
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Genet entered US illegally
{Continued from page 1J
not an occasional curse word on
the radio.
The most startling revelation
of all came about three-quarters
of the way through Genet's talk,
at which time he revealed that
the U.S. Customs Service had
* There will be an important open meeting of the Corporation Joint
denied him a visa to travel in this
Advisory Committee onr Tuesday, March 17 at 3:30 pm in the Jackson
country, and that as a conseRoom, 10-280,
quence, he had slipped in illegally. The approximately 65 year
* The Student Mobilization Committee is having a meeting to discuss
old Genet has several felony
the anti-war demonstration April 15 in Boston. The focus of the
convictions on his record, and
demonstration is to call for a referendum on immediate withdrawal
consequently was denied entry
from Vietnam. The meeting will take place Thursday 7:30 in Room
to this country. Nonetheless, he
1-190.
said, he had promised .several'
* All people interested in helping with the Ecology Teach-ln on April
Black Panthers a while ago in
22, please come to a general meeting on Wednesday, March 18, in the
Paris that he would do whatever
Student Center East Lounge at 7:30 pro.
was necessary to support their
cause even if it meant illegal
* The Student Committee on Educational Policy(SCEP) will meet
entry into this country. Thus,
Thursday, March 19 at 9:30 pm in room 473, Student Center. All
Genet 'takes a great risk every
interested persons ar invited.
time he appears in public.
a .kP L
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Train for the
PEACE CORPS
during Spring semester
HA R VAR D RADCLIFFE
Peace Corps Internship program will accept 24,seniors
from Boston area colleges to
begin. academic year training
for community development
ORDINATION is without question and for life. LEGAL in all 50 states and
in Senegal 'and teaching in
most foreign countries. Perform legal marriages, ordinations, and funerals.
.Chad.
Apply as soon as posReceive discounts on some fares. Over 265,000 ministers h-ve been
sible.
On-the-job training
ordained. Minister's credentials and license sent; an ordainmernt certificate
overseas
begins end of June.
for framing and an ID card for your billfold. We need your help to cover
For
information,
stop by:
mailing, handling,.and administration costs. Your generous contribution is
appreciated. ENCLOSE A FREE WILL OFFERING.
Peace Corps Office
Agassiz House
Write:
UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
Radcliffe
Yard
BOX 8701
or call:
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLCRIDA 33314
864-8100, x3604/3608
Eve Epstein, x3657
s
I
-UP
-L
-__j I
-----I

Panther spokesmen at the rally said they were trying to raise
$1500 that night to be used for
the Bobby Seale Legal Defense
Fund. Seale is currently awaiting
trial in New Haven on charges of
murdering a fellow Panther in
that city. The Panthers claim the
whole affair is a frame-up, and
that it is simply a part of
planned program of genocide
against the Black Panther Party
by the U.S. Government. If
Seale is found guilty and sent to
the electric chair, the Panthers
say they will "take to the
streets."
Panther Brother Doug Miran-

* The deadline for nominations for the Baker Award for Outstanding
Undergraduate Teaching has been extended to March 20. The award is
made annually to members of the faculty who show outstanding
interest and enttisiasm in their teaching of undergraduates both in and
out of class. Letters of nomination should be sent to Carson Agnew,
26-142. Anyone with any questions should call him as x7131 (day)or
864-1459 (nights),.

MIT cites small need
for more draft advice

F

WOULD' 'YOU LIKE
TO BECOME
A MINISTER? I

III
.

PURIM WITH THE BQSTONER REBBE
WHERE?
Brookline High School Auditorium

WHEN?
Sunday, March 22

WHAT TIME?

I
I

5:45 pm
Admission free, but reservations must be.made.
To reserve, Call:
~~- ~Davaid
Fink 782-5728
or Andy Goldfinger 491-7590
or Mordachai Pelkovitz 782-5728
I
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of the Faculty Advisory Com-

mittee. Though many students
feel that as a major decision it
should have been more thoroughly considered, the procedure is not an unusual one. It
should be pointed out that the
two offices were set up by a
decision of the Deans' offices.
As the move is primarily administrative, involving the shifting
of offices and personnel, it falls
entirely within the domain of
the Deans' offices.
The Deans did not consider
the consolidation to be of major
importance, nor did they expect
it to cause any of the furor it
apparently has. Looking back on
the decision, Dean Nyhart admitted that it might have been a
good idea to go to the Faculty
Advisory Committee on Selective Service, but that at the tinme
they did not feel it was necessary.

on Astronomy
i

Freshmen with curiosity about astronomy
but no great knowledge of the subject are
invited to use an experimental system
containing recorded lectures plus. answers
to question that may arise while listening.
If you would like to try the system, please
write a short note to Stewart Wilson,
Polaroid Corp., 730 Main Street, Cambridge (near MIT)' stating your prospective
MIT course, the hoursyou are free, and
hIow you can be reached.
-
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Interactive Lectures
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with the law

--

a

_

Let's begin

L

(Continuedfrom page 1)
All these factors have combined
to limit the amount of counseling that MIT can do.
The decision to incorporate
the undergraduate office into
the graduate one, rather than
vice versa, is based on the nature
of the current draft problems.
Most undergraduates get their
2-S for four years without much
trouble. The number of students
who have academic problems
and thus need more counseling is
relatively small.
In the Graduate School, however, things are not as simple.
Since graduate deferments'have

been eliminated more grad students have been in need of counseling on possible ways to finish
their education before having to
worry about fulfilling their military obligations. They need advice on job defermenL+, and
temporary deferments, which
will let them finish the current
school year, if not their graduate
work.
These problems are also the
reasons why many undergraduates, especially seniors, seek
counseling. Thusi it was felt that
the Combined office could best
be handled by.those currently
handling the graduate end of it.
I
Additionally, it was felt that the
II
-graduate office is better
equipped to handle the problems
HOW TO GETA
of those members of the staff
DOCTOR OFDIVINITYDEGREE
who are in need of advice. This
group includes instructors, professors and lab employees who
Doctor of Divinity degrees are issued by Universal Life Church, along with are under 35.
a 104esson course in the procedure of Setting up and operating a non-profit
The other aspect of the deciorganization. For a free:wil offering of $20 we will send you, immediately,
sion
to combine the Selective
-all tenlessons in on6 package along with a D.D. certificate.
Service offices which upset
UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
many students was the way in
-BOX 6575
which the decision was made.. It
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33021
originated within the offices of
the Deans of the Graduate
-i
School and Student Affairs,
without the advice or approval

'WE ARE WITNESSING, I THINK, A, NEW AMERICAN
PHENOMONON.... THE MODERN DAY DISSENTERS AND
PROTESTORS..ARE THE MOUNTING VOICE OF PO.LITICAL OPPOSITION TO THE STATUS QUO, CALLING FOR
REVOLUTIONARY CHANGES IN OUR INSTITUTIONS."
JUSTICE WILLIAM O. DOUGLAS, POINTS OF REBELLION

Students of tle Georgetown Law Center are forming a
growino cadre of radical law students. We are cormmitted
to remaking the legal system to reflect concepts of
justice and humanity. not money and property:.The law
must work for freedom, not oppression. If you are not
cut out to -be a full-tille street freak, you might want to
give the law a try.
Student Recruiters will visit MlT
MARCH 18,2 pm - 5 pm
PLACEMENT OFFICE, E19-455

da spoke immediately following
Genet- and called on white revolutionaries to join the struggle,
get off their asses, and get away
from the "safe" campuses. The
Panthers, who believe in class
struggle, think that the support
of white radical college students
alone will not be enough to
make a successful -revolution in
this country, hence revolutionary whites need to recruit support in the white community.
"The niggers," said Miranda,
"have taken more than their
share of the shit already." "It's
time for whites to pay more
than lip service."

21
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chimneys

classified

third floor,
student center
4,

I
I

L

advert s'ng
'68 Rover, Air Conditioned & :N1
radio. Grey w/red interior. Perfect
condition. Best offer. Call Dave
492-5650. Eve. 237-0089
Temporary, full-time position available now through early June, microffilm camera operator to photograph
Ilibrary catalog cards in a Harvard
Ilibrary. lExperience not required (also
aa temporary full-time clerical posittion for 4-5 weeks in Boston). Please
ccall 426-8190, G.K. Hall & Co. 70
ILincoln Street, Boston, Mass.
a

daily 2:00p.m .. 1:00 a.m.
- I
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Special Labs
Tie Tch har
s collme to the regretable conclusion
that the Standing Committee on Special Labora-

torics. currently chaired by Pro!essor John Sheehlan. simply is not the proper means for the MIT
community to deal with the question of the
Lincoln and Draper Labs. While we do not criticize

~~~~~~~~~~Com-nm~~~~~ittee~,

j

jommittiee
C

u

lo

present is on reviewing contract proposals and

mnaking private recomnmendatioio

-- .V

i

.o

sson therm. Clearly VOL UMlfE XC, NO. 11

Tuesdayv, farch 1 7, 19 70

it nust cxntinue to do this. Cotr;acts Imust be
reviewed in light of
Pounds Panel reco mniendations which spawned tile present committee: they
mlust be reviewed with a conscious and explicit

Board of Directors
Chairman ...............
CraigDavis '71
Editor-in-chief ....
'....
RandyHawthorne'71
R....
.
. .. .. ..
.. .Steve Bailey '72
knowltdge and definition of academic frecdom; -Business Manager
any specific members of the committee for their
Managing
Editors
..
..
Bob
Fourer'72,BruceWeinberg
'72
but nmost importantly, they must ;consider tilhe
actionstl, the Committee on Special Laboratories
Editors .........
..Harvey
Baker '72, JoeKashi '72
social responsibility which MIT has accepted,
sinmply hlas not lived up to our expectations.
Alex
Makowski
'72, Bruce Schwartz '72
However, reviewing contracts is not enougll.
The Committee operates in secrecy, lholding its
.. . Vicki Haliburton '72, Bill Roberts'72
The concept of community review must be re- ,light Editors ..
closed meetings every Monday afternoon, and does
Sandy Cohen '73
spected and enmouraged. Information must be
not reveal to the commtunity what proposals it is
Entertainment
Editor
.
.
.
.
..
.
.
.
.
.
.Bob Elkin"'73
made available to anyone within the "MIT com6condidering let alone tile specifics of'these proSport s Editor . .......
.........
Don Arkin '72
posals. It has only two student members, tfive munity." The Faculty Advisory Group has served Photography Editor
....
.........
Tom Jahns'73
tile lmost useful function of collecting and distriundergraduates and one graduate. The miajority of
Advertising
Manager
.
Ed
Markowitz '70
the other members are administration appointees. buting working papers onl the future of the Labs
While the committee members maintai n they are and MIRV. It seems a natural extension of the ProdLuction hlManlager
..............
Erik Caloonius
separate and apart from the administration and the comlmittee's deliberative processto collect these
rest of the Institute committees, in fact they are and it is a necessary task of any such committee to Ed itorial Consultants . .
. Carson Agnew '70, Greg Aretson '70
distribute these opinions and this intforlllation,,
bound by the very nature of their appointments.
Reid Ashe '70, Steve Carhart '70
The reconlmmendations .of this co mmittee
Worse still, the committee is powerless. Its would not be in the form of private nmemos to
.Bob Dennis '70, Jeff Gale '70
function is purely advisory, and eventhenits value the key administrators of MIT; rather; these
Greg Bernlhardt '7 1, Ray Kwasnick '71
as such is questionable.,
recommendations must 'appear as written docuLee Giguere '73
It is distressing also, to learn that thile commit- ments subject to debate and question. It is Associate News Editor -. ...........
Associate
Photography
Editor
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Gary Ezzell '73
tee members generally turn in individual reports, expected that the committee would not be unani. . .
Joe Kubit '70
which remain private, on thile testimony they hear nmous in its opinion on controversial issues and Treasurer .....
Accounts
Re6eivable
. . . . . . . . . . .. .R ich Gulik '73
on the specific lab projects. Thus a member can minority opinions would be expected; but it
AccountsPayable
..............
Scott Berg'73
say one thing in discussion of the project (if he should have an opportunity to present a unified
Circulation
Manager'
....
. Fre.d..
.ot '73
says anything at all) and say another on the piece (or disunified), forceful recommendation which
of paper containing his recommendation that he may stand or fall on its merits. We cannot at
Steve Rovinsk.l' '72, Cind C} 'Connell '73
sends to the Institute. The Institute receives a list present see the necessity for a committee with- 'roduetionStaff .
(;Gar Ray mvtond '73, Curt Reeves '73
of recommendations from which it can pick and ultimate power with respect to accepting new Newvs Stall . ......
Harold Fedcrow '70, Ed Grossmnan '71
choose or reject outright.
contracts. Such power might prove difficult to
John Jurewicz '71, Dave hBroi'kart '72
R
ichard
King '72, l7ed i ich tenstein '72
Recently The Tech learned of a series of wield and inflexible-to change, yet there is the
Du*]'McRobe'rts
'72, ltarrc'n Leonard '73
potentially crucial projects that the committee had ned for the committee to provide the initial step
Werner Schhlgal '73
reported on, though it had at no time made public in the concept of community review.
EntertainnientStaff . . . .
Miket eirtag '72..Ja' PoVllack '72
it was even considering them. Now we learn that at
Implicit in the notion of the "MIT community
DanielDern '73, l:'ianuelGoldmtian (
least one of these projedts (DSRV) has obtained is the necessity for equality in deliberations which
David Housmnan G, David Mauriello
:he final approval of the Administration. Will the affect us all. It is 'for this reason that we Sports Staff . .......
Jon Pricker '70, Dave Rappoport '70
Karl Lantson '71, Bill Matti
reen '71
community now finally be informed of the facts recommend the committee be restructuied on the
Bob
Gibson
'72,
Steve
Goldstein
'72
surrounding this project and of.the discussions basis of equal numbers of student3, faculty, and
John Kavazanjiani '72, Buzz Moylan '73
that must have gone on behind the scenes at the laboratory workers, chosen by their own constituDean North '73
committee meetings about it? Can thecommittee encies. A committee of nine, with three members PhotographY Staff .
.
Dave Johnston '73
as currently constituted be counted on to report each, would be the most equitable and. mo }st Washington Bureau Chief .
PPete PeckarskY `69
to the community on the projects it is presently desirable. Only through a group such as this w ill
Second-class postage paid at Boston, -Massachusetts. 77te Tech is published
considering?We doubt itConsequently, a new kind the Standing Committee on the Special Labs hasve
every Tuesday and Friday during the college year, except during college
of committee is needed.
the opportunity to accomplish the purposes whicch vacations, by The Tech, Room W20-483, MIT Student Center, 84 MassachuWe would like to see the committee's purposes we envision and which are necessary for us 1to setts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. Telephone: Area Code 617
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and responsibilities redefined. Its primary focus at support its continued existence.
$4.50 for one year, $8.00 for two years.
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Letters to The Tech
Fein Rebuttal
(Ed. note: The following letter
resultedfrom a series run by The
Tech concerning the tenure decision of Professors Saloma,
Fein, and Johnson in the Department of Political Science. In
reporting the tenure decision
and the process it involves, we
felt it necessary to report on the
individual cases in detail so that
the complexity of the issues
would not be lost in vague gener-

alities.
Regarding the eventual publication of the articles in The
Tech, it was felt by Mr. Grossman that Professor Fein understood this to be the case. That
this was not the case is evident,
and for this we regret any breach
of confidence which may have
occurred.)

To The Editor:
Some weeks ago, a young
man came to see me, presenting
himself as a student doing a
paper on the tenure system at
MIT. While I was reluctant to
discuss my own case with him, I
did provide him with some rather sketchy information, and I
also informed him that any serious information regarding the
Departmental procedures should
be sought from the authors, rather than the objects, of those
procedures. It now develops that
the man in question was Ed
Grossman, and what he was writing was a series for The Tech
-rather than a paper for a course.
Since I do not care to have my
linen, clean or dirty, washed in
public, I must object to this

in contact before the decision.
The implication of "ostracism"
is both absurd and offensive. I
have a number of close friends
who' are members of the Executive Commitfee, and my friendship with them will survive the
tenure decision, my departure
from the Institute, and your
scandal-mongering.
4. I hardly regard the situation
as "tense" and "ernotional."
Those who I believe ought to
know my feelings about the decision know them. But whether I
regard the decision as stupid or
enlightened, I am, 'as you correctly note, moving on to a very
appealing position at another
campus, and, if I am tense these
days at all, it is about matters
more significant than yesterday's
non-news.
5. Having noted these several
distortions, let me also note and
second the disarming accuracy
of Mr. Grossman's statement,
"In the case of Leonard Fein, I
have little information to work
with." True.
Sincerely yours,
Leonard J. Fein
Studies, was made known last
Associate Professor of
May, long before before the tenPolitical Science
dissembling.

Mr. Grossman not only misrepresented himself; he also misrepresented the facts. My colleagues can correct some of his
errors, but I would appreciate
your bringing to the attention of
your readers -the following corrections of (somq of his) errors
regarding my own situation:
1. My major publication - I
take it the reference is to my
book on Israel - is, by no
stretch of the imagination, based
on my dissertation. Both are
about Israel; there ends the similarity.
2. My current sabbatical (not
"leave") was postponed two
years ago when, at the request of
the Department, I assumed the
Associate Directorship of the
MIT-Harvard Joint Center for
Urban Studies. The fact that I
took it this semester reflects less
my desire to leave '"swiftly and
softly" than it does my desire
(a) to meet several publishing
deadlines, and (b) to claim my
due before leaving MIT. Similarly, my resignation as of 1970
from the Joint Center for Urban
ure decision. My commitment to

Cogito Ergog ???
years, and -February 1970 To The Editor:
marked the end of those two
As someone at the Institute
years. The two events are not with both a professional interest
linked.
in logic and a personal concern
3. More important, l have for its good name, I protest the
been in contact with several use of "Ergo," a term traditionmembers of- the Executive Com- ally employed to indicate a ramittee since the decision; in fact, tional, deductive connection beI have been in contact with tween the premises and concluexactly those with -whom I was sion of an argument, by a camthe Joint Center was for two

6i

pus newspaper that draws such m_..a
~..l~i/~'i/,-V

fallacious inferences as the following: the inference from the
fact that the Third District
Court, without considLeration of
the actual evidenzce and ott the
basis of a legal teczhnicalit,
found the evidence against those
charged with trespassing sufficient to warrant conviction to
the conclusion that the "trespassers" were found guilty.
(See the article titled, '"Trespassers found. guilty" in the
March 1 th issue of Ergo. There
is, of course, another explgpation for the inaccuracies of this
article, but I have chosen the
kinder one-)
Jerrold J. Katz
Professor of Philosophy'
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theater:

And He Looked

Band

By David Ma2urieilo
Consiidser thie word "mlalstetrpiece." It' illlplics tle perfect
fusion of c~trth and every clcIlcilt that ti;kcs up the *shlole.
Now consider .AnldleIoorked,

By Robert Fourer
Mtart Crowley's play, The
13ovs itn the Banrld, is about

lioniosexuals: six who are attcn-

diing a birthday party for a.seventhl.

and( an

cigthth.

a nialc

the

lrostitute. who's one of his
p rese nts: plus a
h irth d a y
straight"' mnarricd friend of the
onle diving the party,, who might
hcf a nlil7th w\:hoS never

raves.

and

"cCOImIC

i.i

Splitti>,

entOlgh

pletc

I

1
1
1

I

tO sWc

it. It is as conicreation ill its illiild

and

incssages,

for

sheer, sustained audio and visual
cxcitemllellt it is allmost indescrib-

lo fill); as usual.

A gay mllolllent at the b~irthday party in the filtn, nowfat the Astor.
themn ; hit. Ile would tring out
the boys' deeper.' hidden traits.
the frigliening hlate they at first
;urpre.csd. This plan's success.
along with the playwrillt's skill
in ciharacterization and dialogue,
makes the play what it is- the
audience is forced to suffer with
the men. instead of condemning
themn for their vile behavior.
Since the movie has the same
plot, same1U characters, and same
dialogue (essentially --Crowley
cut. some exposition he did 't

.s is already half
like). its succes
assured: it should at least have
the sanic effect, though perhaps
not so intense. IThe geatest
problenis il the transition are
the lack of al intermission,
which alters the plot's pacing,
and the confinenlent of the action to a pair of roonis, which is
natural by convention on the
stage but becomes irksome on
the screen. The latter is solved in
part by opening up the setting to
(Pleaseturn to~page 6)~~
.

able.
'So back to the word "niasterpiece" and all the pieces that go
to Inake the unit. Wlat are they?
Idea? No. The idea, the
thought, the wonder is inside all
of us, poking around in our
brain and escaping through signs,
laughter, tears, or anger. But
imagination, yes. A conception
of presentation that is bold,
beautiful and clear; this is the
first and vital piece.
The keyword in this outstanding Conipany's' presentation is pacing. Inaction is used
like a pair of cymbals and that
wondreous thing, our own
minds, are given time to orientate, to catch the seed anl to
_

--

-

film:

The- Happy Ending

you, either. Women's liberation
If you don't believe in wo- is tied to men's liberation Is tied
men's liberation, ThSie Happy to people liberation is tied to the
fundamental aspirations and
)7ding is required viewing. If
idealism expressed in this counyou do believe in it, you will see
what you already know: that the try's declaration of - independance: life, liberty, and the purlife possibilities open to women
in this society are severely lini- suit of happiness are our rights!
ited, and that women are de- Women are blatantly denied
these rights; until they. possess
graded, misused, brainwashed
and miserable. If you're a male, them, men as well as women in
don't think this doesn't concern America will be nowhere.
In this masterpiece, writerdirector Richard Brooks woefully presents how American
middle-class values are unable to
nurture a sense of self-respect
and well-being in women.
Case study: Mary Wilson, age
37, married 16 years. One
daughter, age fifteen. Dropped
out of college with one semester
to go, to get married. Watches
television, reads magazines, is
virtually -an alcoholic, arrested
once for drunken driving, has a
huge assortment of pills to pep
her up, bring her down, turn her
string
slipped
the exception of a
on, turn her off. One suicide
high
their
in
here and there, even
attempt, with sleeping pills. Has
Perstandard of performance.
Tom Rush (Columbia)
This album marks the de'out haps the song which one remem- seen Casablanca forty times on
of the Harvard-trainred Club 47 bers most is the sad mournful the late late show. Criee at sad
product on Columbia after de- performance of "Old Man." It endings. Cries at happy endings.
Her husband says he loves her.
parting from the once pres- might be the origional"Lullaby"
At the beauty parlor, a matigious Elektra label. Judging or "Child's Song," a child's extells her: "'Honey, all us
tron
from this outing,. the association planation to his parents on why
over 35 have the same
girls
will be at least an artistic success he is leaving. All of these are
At the health salon, a
problem."
and will perhaps bring Tom slow paced deeply felt cuts inshows her silicone
proudly
girl
Rush the commercial rewards so volving simple accompaniment.
you think it's dis"Do
breasts.
Msaybe you will like the hard
long overdue.
one woman. "No
asks
honest?"
Tom Rush has always seemed driving "Wild Child" and "Drop
falsies, and
make-up,
than
more
a sort of male Judy Col- Down Mama." Perhaps your
At a
another.
replies
spray,"
hair
lins-an excellent folk song tastes run to the easy flowing
a
about
talks
woman
a
party,
singer, but not much as a writer. "Drive Wheel" or "Livin' In The
gives
doctor
this
shot
He has his own unique style, Country," Whatever your feel- "gorilla"
best described as a lamenting ings are, Tom Rush covers a her seven days a Week. "Keeps
sound. In addition, he occasion- wide range of folk styles and is me looking thirty and Harry
thinking dirty," she explains.
ally breaks into a surprisingly solid in nearly all of them.
Although this new release has "What a man loves most is his
deep voice which-has served to
enliven some of his previous none of the outstanding indivi- automobile,", Mary says, "beperformances such as "You dual 'material (Joni Mitchell cause he can always trade it in
Can't Tell A Book By Lookin' songs) contained on Circle Game, for a new model."
The point is clear. All a woit is a stronger overall album.
At The Cover."
man is supp-osed to do is catch a
The material, production, and
-Jeff Gale man. Women put themselves
performances of Tom Rush are
through all kinds of humiliation
(Please turn to page 6)
extremely professional and, with

-Tomn Bush

as

en

to any vieweer lucky

stiulating

111e WIrt/lhdav IParm;. As always.
tile theater has lost some things
translation

tile

Iiiind-

ever-t o-b e-forgott

n

experience

still

solnc tiings have hben added in
n l ttenipt- to comi pecnsate.
Luckily, for once. the arithimctic
works - the miovic, at least in
theatrical tcrms. is very mnuch
thle play's cqual.
'I'lhe play. for those unfanlliliar, inight best be placed in the
vague category of "trageconicdy.' In the first of the two
acts, the nine participants gradually arrivc-unccrtain. unhappy,
but still having some fun, since.
after all, it is a party. I-he
qualiy and pacing of the jokes
rivals the best of comnedis--the
coarseness of the language no
doubt surpasses any of them.
Uninvited, the straight friend
drops in, and despite all precaution gets into a fight with the
most effeninate of the "boys."
In the niidst of the confusion.
the birthday guest finally slows
up, and the act closes with the
scene in complete chaos.
Act .two continues act one,
with no break in time; the only
change is in the mood, which
abruptly turns serious. Crowley's
intent, as he puts it, was to first
gain the audience's sympathy
through humor. Then, once they
thought they understood the
chatacters, perhaps even liked

pTrCSenslting a

Workshop) is

pitying; there was a Boston production IaSt spring.
(Crowlev has nOW i11ad a m11oVicv of' his pllay- with director
Williann IFriedkin.Awho'd previously donc the saIin for I'inter's

in

o(f

production

current

Statlg 1 l)ralma Workshop, at 577
Washington Strecet Boston.
In pressenting this '"abstratct
Stage I Drainta
linovenient p)iece.

out." It opened il New York
.ltiiost twoo yc;ars, ago, to nearunanfilous

L
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films

Boys in- the

PAGE 5

film: "Boys in the Band," "Happy Ending"
theater: Chekov's "Seagull" at the Hub Theater Center
theater: Stage I Drama Workshop presents "And He Looked"
records: Tom Rush, The Illinois Speed Press, IC5, Deidre Wilson Tabac
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to look pretty and,young. And
what choices have they? Mary's
friend.recalls what her mother
had forewarned: "Without a college education, you either become a big-assed housewife or a
big-mouthed whore." Turns out
that mother was an idealist.
Even with the college education,
the only job Mary can get is
selling .hats in a department
store.
And what about that other
option, marriage? Mary's little
daughter asked her one time
"What happens after marriage?"
Mary replied "They live happily.
ever after ever." A decade later,
she knows better. "You live happily ever after," she says, "if you
promise to stay young." Why
did they marry in the first place?
What else is there for a woman?
"What we're doing is immoral,"
Mary joked

with

her future

spouse, then a law student.
"Why don't I feel guilty?" he
returned. "Because people in
love are crazy," she declared.
"We should be put in an institution: marriage." "What? Life im(Please turn to page 6)

.roTW

with i-t. Wlhat
stric tly

ing in a

we acr waltchis a

visual scnse

coordinted. disciplilledil troupce
whose actions are SO IMIL111Ce. Us

to evoke passionl wtith lever al
word hbing said. Whlat wve heuar is
s playback of our own inner
tIugIlts: the anguish of diisappointmlentltt and loneliiless. tile
soul-tearing cry that we dare not
enunciate when we cannot reach
Olt to solace our fellow man.
n can
presentatioo
T he

be
linked to a symlph ony in its
rhythilm. and therefore, like the
Trograli notes, "sc'nes" become
"imlOle etlts." Every miiovemient
is given a tireless intensity. Some
are chilling il impact. In retrospect, what makes the production so admirable is the siniplicity with which it is performed, an
indirect nark of a niaster.
le Looked consists of
Aizd
ten movements or patterns. The
first, Playground and The Punishment for Looking, opens like
the dawning of civilization, a
semi-twilight passage that shows
innocence soon to be captured.
With its capture comes punishment, this leading to pattern
two, Executions, and this in turn
leading to the third pattern, The
Snare, which nearly symbolizes
man's sophistication in inhumanity.
The patterns continue-Death
By Mocking and Communion in
which the victim becomes the
wrathful forgiver, Womb and
Birth of Man One and Two,
Looking and The Search.
As this viewer watched, the
engrossing thought that all the
actors were symbolizing one person began to build. Furthermore, Civilization, humanity,
the universe, is merely that person's brainwave or thinking process, and a thing so supreme as
to not only visualize man but to
visualize man's cruelty which indirectly admits to. an overwhelming doubt as to the goodness of
his own motives. Pattern ten is
the Realization that the "other"
must be killed, but is the other
not also self?
What message the viewer derives from the presentation is
admittedly important and every
viewer will identify and react to
And He Looked. More noteworthy, however, is the brilliance of the vehicle itself which
leaves one stunned with appreciation. Elissa Lenk is particularly
noteworthy in Death By Mocking and Communion. Most outstanding is Michael Fulginitti
who develops into the lead as
the presentation builds. His Final Looking is a powerful portrayal of grief and his physical
grace and mobility coupled with
a far reaching sensitivity make
him memorable.

LSC capsules
-FRIDAY

Spirits of the Dead. Three short
films very loosely taken from
stories by Edgar Allan Poe. Highlights might include lane Fonda's virtuoso bitchiness in the
segment directed by her sometimes husband Roger Vadim,
and Fellini's treatment of a
movie star gone mad. (If it
means anything, the film was
released by American International, in an effort to add an
arty film to their previous output of Beach Blanket Bikini
movies, noted for their ability to
make money off Annette Funicello's meat.)

SATURDAY
The Sergeant. Rod Steiger in an
intense performance as an aggressive sergeant who tries to
educate and protect a reluctant
soldier. Scenes without Steiger
seem bland by comparison. Agruesome look at subconscious
homosexuality.

SUNDAY
La Strada. A fine early Fellini
tragedy about travelling performers in Italy, looking a good
deal like early Bergmann covered
with garlic and pasta.
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theater:

Happy Ending

Hub Theatre Center
Nina Zarechnaia. Nina's role in
The Seagull is at the center of
conflict, her coldness to him
drives Konstantin to suicide. To
portray her transformation from
a naive stage struck child to a
distraught actress thwarted in
love and in the theater, is a
heavy demand on an actress..
Miss Soiit fails to rise to this
challenge and several of the most
important scenes left me cold.
perhaps something
However;
deeper was wrong. Director.Rosann Weeks clearly has paid very
careful: attention to- every detail
of- the production.-Gestures, expressions, costumes, and even
scenery were clearly controlled
with' great awareness of detail.
Avr. element- of spontaneity
might have been lost in-the
midst of. all this theatrical artifice. I am well aware that some
of the finest productions of
Chekov's work have been cast in
precisely this theatrical mold.
Given a group of actors who
clearly are not The Actor's Stu-

By David Housnman
The Hub Theater Center is
currently presenting a rather uneven production of Chekov's
The Seagu I. The performance left
this critic vexed. Some parts of
the production were appropriate
and compelling down to the last
gesture. However, too many
scenes lacked sufficient dramatic
impact to carry off a successful
performance.
To concentrate for a moment
on what was best about the
performance, the' gestures and
facial expressions by a number
of the cast were extremely effective. Bernie Duffy as Konstantin and Gloria Miller as his
mother stood- out and Rick
Weatherwax played a convincing
Trigorin.
In spite of good individualefforts by some of the cast, and
the obvious amount of care
placed in the direction, the production lacked distinction. Theheaviest burden for this failure
lay in Robin Solit's portrayal of

fContinued from page 5)
, prisonment!" he protested. And
what became of that love? Fifteen years later, Mary yells
-"Kiss, kiss, groan and twitch,
wham, bang, and thank you,
ma'arnm." Is housewifing an easy
job? "How does it feel to be a
member of the working class?"
her husband asks. "I have been,
for sixteen years," is her answer.
On her sixteenth anniversary,
Mary runs away to Nassau, getting air fare-by hocking her
bracelet, since her loving husband, knowing her alcoholic tendencies, had -previously taken
away her charge cards and

dio perhaps less emphasis on
stylized detail and a greater attempt to turn each actor loose
within his role would have been
useful
I am comparing this production in my mind to one I saw
earlier this year at the Loeb
Drama Center. It is hard to say
that as'a group the actors at the
Loeb were more talented than
the Hub'group. The production
used no props, no scenery, no
costumes or stylized theatrical
gesture, yet it worked. It was
convincing and alive because the
dramatic essence of the play was
the dominant influence on stage,
throughout the evening.
I-would commend the Hub
Theater Center for its attempt to
enliven the Boston theater scene,
but I would also recommend to
them the words of Konstantin

checking account. In Nassau I'lsshe
thinks, she remembers, shee experiences, and- she learns-a Lt the
ripe age of 37-that her wvhhole
life has been a nightmar re in
conformity, a' cruel hoaxC, an
empty, pointless existence.
Yes, there is a happy entdiing,
but it is not a romantic enLdiing.
Mary will build a life of her 0'wn.
Whether that will include 1,ove
will depend on the quality o)f the
men she will meet. But tLhety· 'll
have to know that she is ttheir
equal. If they can accept tihat,
then they will -be very, VIiery
lucky indeed -to be with her.

-I

---

--

3
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-'Bravo! A mind-bending
sparkler, shockingly brilliant
-Como

politan

Treplev in The Seagull: "weneed

new forms. New forms are needed and if we can't have them,
then we have better have nothing at all."

r 1811I8~llsBois SC4pecneed Pr·ess
Mo.C~e- discs:
~~~B~~~~~g'l ba.l
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features a four-part number Back In The USA-MC 5 (Atcalled "Dearly" whcih. contains a lantic)
-Kick out the jams, boys and
string section.
There is-nothing singularly girls! MC5 is' still pushing a
3uet-llinois Speed Press (Co outstanding but there are no bad revolution but this album- aims
lumbia)
cuts on the album. The Illinois at a much different, younger
On their first album theyV Speed Press do good imitations audience. It is loaded with-prewere a quintet. Only two guitars of- everybody and they are ade- high school-type revolutionary
are left this time with the con '- quate musicians. James William lyrics and canidy-rock arrangepetently arranged backgroundss Guercio has done a'fine job of ments. Your little sister mfight
performed by nameless studio producing. This album is better like it.
men. However, it is still the samee than a lot orf the crap that is
-Jay Pollack
group, but with a little moree .around these days.
polish.
-Jay Pollack
The songs are performed in
several styles ranging fron
rhythm and blues to country to
raunchy rock. "Morning Blues' ' The Deidre Wilson Tabac
sounds like Delaney 8&Bonnie &t {.(RC A )
'. -Three 'singers- and nine nmusiEric, .'"The Visit" has shades off
Chicago, and-Paul Cotton's-voicee cians combine to'. p'oduce -the
and guitar arrangements are ira most flawless album of. easythe Crosby, · SWils, Nash, -and - listening garbage made in a long'
-Maurice LeBeau
Young style.' The album'also - -.time.

Illinois Speed

.
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The Boys on film
(Continued from page 5)
include several more rooms and
an outdoor terrace; it is solved
much more with the addition of
a rainstorm throughout the story's second half, trapping the
characters in the remaining
rooms with such persuasiveness
many viewers will -expect rain
when they leave the theater.
Thus there is a substitute, if not
an equivalent, for the entrapmnent engendered by the play's
two-act structure.
As for the actors, there are no
subst itutes-the cast is unchanged from the original offBroadway production. It's not
entirely an unmixed, blessing,
since each part had to be reworked cinematically, and not
every scene succeeded with the
first try. Even in the finished
product, there is often tiresome
quick cutting between faces
i

-C

I

------

Fts

II.

where the theatergoer would only shift his view'from one side of
the stage to the other.
All the same, in either version, the playwright's intentions
are amply clear. The Boys in the
Band is a play about homosexuals-Crowley's characters run the
gamut of race, religion, marital
status, and masculinity, if not
self-esteem-and about men,
whose probems may transcend
the homosexual's. Its theme, to
a degree, is universal, though just
how much so is a matter on
which individual viewers will no
doubt disagree.
Thle Boys in thie Band will
remain a great play of the sixties, not a great film of the
seventies; but for those who
haven't seen it yet, there's an
opportunity at hand, and it's
worth taking.
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to academmaic reward

Tenuire reae
By Edward Grossm

Of

professor of political science. interest by the university (par-

n

However, the promotion and re- ticularly senior staff and adminiwrigo
rfesr
eed strators) in their individual
upon teaching tha upo
growth.
Essentially, there are two
As tnureis apartof aresearch; increasedsalary, rank
ways
to upset the present balcomplex administrative system anprsiecmfom
ubca
ance
-to
de-emphasize research
of the university, changes in~
in
o rmeuain
or
to
emphasize
teaching. There
pars
th sytemandtenre
o
Some say that we could not
part ffetheac syther.and tnure
afford good professors (teach- are trends which are now encouraging the former. First, thiss
tied to tenure is the -professorial sttuinal sihubsindiesua
from re- will be the first year since 1932
rewards structure, composed of
slulnlsbiisfo
e
ecoomi
an satu copon -search. For example,many pro- that the MIT budget has been
cut;- this cut has occured prients; tenure policies reflect the
sry athrougharesguarchee marily becausie of the shortage
basicvalues of a university.-The
thisary
hruh
eerc
strategy later described in -this conducted here.-This policy is of research funds. Second, there
-is a national movement to end
article is based on modifying the
peetilteSho
fEgn
campus involvement with those
rewards structure as an approach
ern;bcue
ftesotg
to chaging
enure~ -of
research funds- this year,-the' projects (.viz., res militares) that
Disagreement over tenure de-- school faces a crisis of over- have 'attracted most of the recisins
eflets n anagoismextension of staff-caused by this search money to universities (esbetwnefect
student
pwragnis
,oehiring
on margin." In addition, pecially MIT). Third, the mfovebetwee studen
betwerend cor-l overhead funds from leasing lab ment for community control (indep endence) is incompatible
community control and outs-defclte
lp dfryistu
professional regulation.- Students^ inlcss
Hwvr n o with the kowtowing, to outside
interests (e.g., US Goverilment)
want the resources of the univeraruthtody
lfsayre
which is characteristic of many
sity used primnarily for teaching
serhposs
pndeha,
purposes, i.e.,- to aid personal ,half -'the time of yesteryrear's research projects. Also encouragdevelopment; the fadulty and full salary teacher on instructing ing is the gowing movement
administration want the resouradavsn
tdns
oevr towards universal higher educacesof
he nivrsiy uedpri- the costs of maintaining a lab- tion. Such a system would remarly orresarh ad ersn-oratory (or Center) should in- quire the training of thousands
nely for-velopeacand persoincras clude the-,"required" funding of of teachers in coming yedrs; one
thel
deeopmnfvz
sau
professoresadte extra administrators, professors' can only hope that there will be
the
ond
and
assistants and a mani- sufficient money to support the
proity-oprain poeand fteuitserfold number of other' non. education of these teachers.
siiatyeopoaio
ndis
f
teaching expenses. It is true thatIn addition to the-se trends, I
fi bliancfthes).ore
the establishment of a labora- believe that a concerted student
the actal anlc te-forces
to
of
tory allows students research op- effort can help hasten a greater
intimately affects every memberhv beetnposiblewhithwoutlddnot interest on the part of the uniof the staff. Universities, -primna tioale exenditure.Hwithout dits versity in teaching; my analysis
proceeds as follows: The univerfacie institutes of higher learn- prdoinanc oxpndie
a campus insity has five distinct groups: I)
ing, hire professors to teach; a
rdmnc
oacmpsIproesst'sbasc, f nt
fre-herently denigrates teaching to a Undergraduates; II) Graduate
prfsorstdt baic, ifteach theresecondary :Position-'an incon- students; III) Junior Faculty;
motdshutyist teach;ifferen is,
venient 'Lax for ulse-of-fcilities. IV) Senior Faculty; V) Adminiand houl pbe ialdcifeences beClearly, this area begs for critical strat ion and Corporation(s).
twe apltia
cinit.n
study - particularly a compari- Collegiate change can occur at
son of the'teaching and research ,three levels: A) Departmental
§^
~atmospheres at MIT before (professional); B) University
World War 11 and today; 1, as wide; Q).National. The four poli:
~~well as the Cornission, welcome cies most directly concerned
with teaching and tenure are: l)
U
.
~~and encourage such a study.
hiring
policy; 2) teaching and
_
. .
E~~~urely teaching, and not tenadvising
requirements for facul_ a~~~~re,
is the issue on1which stuty;
3)
termination,
contract re9t~~~dents
should focus; tenure, an
newalrand
tenure
policy;
and 4)
_ a
!
~~~~administrative tool, should niot
be confused wilth the ends to Aho, of the five groups, are
SOTORSKE~~which it is put. Abolishing ten- involved in construction and ima& . D"5
ure will (I believe) not affect the plementation of these previous
p^Pbxo)
~underlying educational problem policies. Using these three di- - e
~~~~that -students face: - a lack of mensionteeaenmru
(This is thekms in a
series of
articles on tenuxre. TheWews ex
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oleyaehoeof teht^tIess
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We must be bragging too much about
Beechwoo'd Ageing. ~
Because we're starting to get some
flak about it. Like, " Be'echwood,
B3eechwood . . . big deal. " Aind soIf
Beechwood Ageing -is SO hot,why don't you. tell everybody what, it is?"
So we will.

'A

Mirst, it isn't big wooden A

casks that we age BudweiserX
But, it is a layer of thin

wood strips firom the beech
tree (what else?) laid down
in a dense lattice on the -

,
Uld.-%
t,-A

1EE

A

bottom of our glass-lined
and stainlless steel lagering
@>B'
tanks. This is where we .
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Ageing?
let Budweiser ferment a second time.
(Most brewers quit after one fermentation. We don't.)
These- bechwo-od strips- offer extra
surfce area, for tiny yeast paricles
to cling to, helping clarifyr
>

possible change-processes that
can occur. We will want to encourage change from valuing
good research to valuing good
teaching and good research; just
.as people argue today that
"good researchers are also good
teachers," I wish to reverse the
priorities and say that "good
teachers are also good researchers.3?
My strategy is essentially lobb ying by undergraduates,
( through junior, and sym.pathetic senior,- faculty) at the
departmental level. It is based on
the -closed nature of the'academic marketplace (see Caplow
and McGee, The Academic Mfarketplace); students' ability to
develop effective contacts at
-other universities; the univrersities' long term interests in
teaching per se; and a knowledge
of the departmental communications-network and campus
media. The strategy is a modest
one; it attempts to impress the
bureaucracy with the importance of university teaching.
i. Information Gathering
We need a better understanding of the present system: particularly the procedures and
their substantive effects, both
beneficial and detrimental, to
the aforementioned. groups.
These data should be gathered
diffusely, informally. From such
data, we may be able to map the
cleavages of the system and identify particular change-ag~ents
within each group of each department. We should develop
good relationships with faculty
members involved in these policy decisions, particularly the
chairman of the department.
ii. Hiring Policies
Based on my knowledge of
Course XVII, a first inroad to
change would be search committees (Ed. nzote: Search committees seek out people to fill vacant academic positions). First,
we must establish contacts withl
members of the committee, particularly the chairman and those
junior faculty members interested in teaching. Thereupon,
for each candidate, we should
11 contact students who studied
under him in other universities
to determine his interest and
ability in teaching. Most often, I
suspect, the professor will have
an indifferent or ambiguous
teaching record; however, it is in
instances in which exceptionally
good or poor teaching ability
appears that the undergraduates
would Indicate to the members
of that committee their' opinion
of the candidate. This introduces
teaching as a criterion for rewards in the system. Because
information on candidates' qualifications is often scarce or not
indicative of differences between
candidates, this additional data
about the candidate's teaching
performance could beo influential. If nothing else, we may be
able to delay, and possibly prevent, appointment of professors
with notably poor reputations.
By limliting 'appointments to
those who show some interest in
undergraduate education, the
staff could gradually come to
feel more sympathetic to undergraduates: this could have a multiplier effect on changing the
systeml. As stated earlier, however, this requires very good
student-contacts among universities ( at least as gtood as the
in fo r malI c h alirnan-of-depart7
ment grapevine that presently
exists): nonetheless, the exist-

the beer. And since these
stripes are also porous, ;they

(

1

m

. ~hellp absorb~beer's natural
zsteedge," giving Budweiser

Wm
r
>. .-

- its finished tsote. Or in other

.~words, "a taste, a smoothnews and a drinkability you
i~~~~&egwllat
in no other-beer at

price.'.
o>|any
IN~o* Ah yes, drinkability. That's
A

<

~what's so special
~Beechwood Ageing.

about

But you know that.

Blldweiser, is the K-ing of Beers.

Anatraiesrtg

in

volves a greater emphasis on
teacher preparation programs in
graduate schools. Bec~ause, as
sonle say, the socialization of
professors toward research takes
place during their period as graduate students, it is best to inculcate teaching during this period
rather than trying to condition
themi afterwards. Of course, this
can be used in addition to the
previous plan.

Admittedly, my strategy is a
bit siilplistic. determining "what
a1 good teacher is" is ;as enigma~tic:
as trying to define what "educa;-

tion" means; convincing a professionaly-oriented faculty of
the importance of these questicons mal~y i-'*e\n
more difficuilt. WV'C..t:.''

mit miany strategies and tactics
on other issues not possible t(-,day.
iii. Teaching Requirements

to show that good researchers
ar- fiat ailrways good teac:}ers,

course load fo'r each faculty
member per term (or per year).
I

ing load than senior faculty
members, they would favor the
institution of a "high" minimnal
teaching load - tending to
equalize differences between
junior and senior members. Indeed, suchS a basic requirement
for all faculty members in a
department would reinforce and
reward those faculty members
(mostly junior faculty) who believe that university professors
are foremost teachers -particularly of undergraduates. With
strict enforcement, a self-selection of incoming professors
might occur, helping to elimiate
those uninterested in teaching.
Such a policy is a perfectly
reasonable expression of the traditional views of the university;
it is a policy to which the
faculty could say "no" only
with difficulty. In the' meanwhile, we should collect statistics for each professor - the
date his contract expires, the
number (total and undergraduate) of courses taught, the
number of-students enrolled in
each course, and his participation in undergraduate programs
-(advising, curriculum development. etc.).
ivy Termination, Contract
Renewal and Tenure Policies
Before a professor's contract
is reviewed, we should have sufficient data to determine
whether he is a better than
average, average, or worse than
average teacher. Well before the
decision, our views should be
impressed on the executive committee a~nd chairman of the department through several judiciously selected faculty advocates. Our lobbying should be
low-keyed and should emphasize
the specific weakness or strength
of that professor in teaching; we
should reiterate that we only
wish to~have the man's ability as
-a teacher considered alongsidehis other qualities. If the departmental decision differs from
ours, we may decide in specific
cases to make our opinion
known publicly (through The
Tech and other media) and/or
privately to those deans and
administrators who can or must
pass judgement 'on the department's decision. After this, there
is room for further escalation of
tactics in particularly disturbing
cases, In fact, the advance publicizing of student opinion would
serve as a warning to all concerned. Also, the statistics onl
class offerings and class enrollments can serve as public indicators of Courses that are either
dated or in need of expansion
and of professors who are either
poor or. outstanding teachers.
These observations should be
used to justify changing curricula as well as personnel.

ence of this network would per-

It is importa nt that departmental rules establish a miniallll

(But you know that.)

system
,

S

Because the junior faculty members ofter carry a greater teach-

an14 t':'t

-.,:t

ddata

'J)od t£eahers are not

always mliserable researc~hers. We
also need the courage to proclainil that the univesrsity's pri-

m~ary purpose is tale inculcation
of wisdom
:and not inerely the
C0'11l.iiL,, -non of old knowledge or the proc~reation of new.
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Boston,champs

Marksmren

WE HAVE JUST·

patrick '72 with a 260, Eric record 98 in the kneeling posiKraemer '71 at 256, and, Jack tion.
Evans and Chesley were tied
Chesley '71 at 246,]
81 for top standing honors,
at
On-Saturday the team travLamson had 'the high
while
eled to the University of New
a perfect 100, for a
score,
prone
Hampshire for a match in the
·
Hunt's 258 and
Dave
total.
267
New England League. Again,
rounded out
252
Kraemer's
Eric
taking only five shooters, the
team.
the
team had no depth. Due to the
This pushes'the teamrn's record
excellent shooting of two of the,
to 18-3 overall. Saturday the
up
shooters, though, the team had
will fire againist Boston
teamin
1325 to New Hampshire's 1070.
-in the last match of the
College
Chesley and Captain Evans were
season in the New Engregular
hot as they fired excellent 274's
a match which MIT
League,
land
to lead the team, but the highwin.' After this
to
favored
is
light of the whold meet was
two more
remain
there
match
when Evans fired a New England
_
_
_
_
P
,
meets, the New England Championship, to be held at MIT on
April 1 1, and the Greater Boston
Outdoor Tournament, to be held
at Framingham in May.
!]
weekend the Eastern IntercolWe will furnish you with a Church Charter and you can start your own This
i
church.'Headquarters of UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH will keep records of legiate Fencing 'Association champyour church and file with the federal government and furnish you with-a I.I I,ionships were held in Duponf
Gymnasium. Though MIT did not
tax-exempt status - all you have to do is report your activities to
fare as well as was hoped, Guy
Headquarters four times a year. Enclose a free-will offering.
Pommaxes '70, earned the right to go
UNIVERS.AL LIFE CHURCH
the Nationals next weekend by-takBOX 6575
ing second place in the epee. Pommares also won the Outstanding
HIOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33021
Sportsman Trophy.
i
Jo _

The MIT rifle team concluded
its regular season in-the Greater
Boston League by defeating Boston State 1297 to 1164 Friday
evening, . making their record
13-1 in this league, clinching
the Greater Boston Championship.
Taking only five shooters to
the Boston State matc h , the
minimum required for a team,
the MIT team lacked depth and
so, had a bad team score.- Karl
Lamson '71 led the team'with
his, 268, followed closely by
Captain Dick Evans '70 with a
267. [Next came Bob Kirk-

ONE WORD FOR
ENOlNEERlNO
CiRAMDATES.
Opportunity.
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO START
YOUR OWN CHURCH ?
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\XOpportunity to become deeply

involved in earth's last frontier, the ocean.
Opportunity to apply aloil your abilities to
a wide range of challenging assignments in
shipbuilding, nucleor propulsion, nuclear power
generation, and heavy industrial equipment.
Opportunity for advanced degree or
research work with leading research centers
and universities.
And opportunity to enjoy one of.the
country's most pleasant living and vacation

LANCER'S VIN ROSE

Hendrix

$2.95 per fifth
A Product of Portugal
Wine-of-the-month special
for March
660 Package Store
660 Cambridge Stre-et
East Cambridge
at the RR tracks

Electronics

inc.
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s seeking practical Engineers in the following disciplines:

a rea s.

Find out about immediate career opportunities for:
Mechanical Engineers Naval Architects
Nuclear Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Civil Engineers
Marine Engineers
Meta lurgical Engineers
Engineers
Industrial
See our representative on Tuesday, Mar. 17.
He'll be interviewing at the Placement
Office and will answer your questions about:

0

Computer Science; Circuit Design; Logic Design.
Part and full time positions on all levels.

I

Hendrix Electronics
builds inter-active programmable computer terminals
and man-machine peripherals.

'. ~l ,

'
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Placernerit Center of March 18, 1970. Interviews will be from
9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P;M.

:.

riplayer. U. S. COlt el.shltp requwred

Anl equaCl opportun-tY
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Ed Berg, Director of Engineering will- be interviewing at the

.NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING
DRY BDOCEK COPMMY
AND
NEWPORT NEWS. VIRGIHDIA 234',;
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Most Life Insurance
is a Bargain.
When you consider a SBLI 5 year term policy is
autonmatically renewable and
savings account running well
into 5 figures as the alterlna- convertible to any one of
tive to life insurance, almost several permanent policies
any kmind of life insurance is up to age 65, without additional' medical 'examination.
a 'bargain.
However, when you get This assures continuity of
protection, no matter what
down to clo.e comparisons,
some life insurance is a big- health condition might deger bargain than others. Well velp.
Another reason why SBLI
up on the list of bargains is
is a bargain is the fact that
SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE, for a careful although Massachusetts Savexamination will shov you ings Bank Life Insurance is
that SBLI is America's -low- available only to people who
est cost life insurance for all live or work in Massa(huOrdinary Life, .'ndowment, setts, you can keep any
and Renewable 1'erm.
amount you own at the same
For example, under the low premiums even if you
should leave the state. In
SBLI 5yearRenewableTerm
Plan. a man of 40 can bhoy
addition, you can find out
$25,000 in ravings Bank
for yourself- about every
Life Insmrance for less than kind of Savings Bank l ife
$1 00 a year* (at age 25, the Insurance policy by visiting
cost is less than $75 a our bank, where an SBLI
representative who is an
year*.) This makes it possible to provide extra pro- officer of the bank will be
pleased to answer any queslowest cost
tection -at
tions you may have. Or if you
at a time when families need
prefer, write or telephone
it mo t. In addition, an

I

i

I
i

If you are interested in
helping to defend our planet
against the three greatest eneSt
mies of mankind--unlimited factional conflict potentially resulting in catastrophic total war,
enviornmental. pollution threatening gradual deterioration of
the biosphere, and the pressures
of unchecked population growth-you can not afford to be without
the ideological ammunition in
The Internationalist Perspective.
If you are tired of the participatory cultural exchange games
of the New Left, the irrelevance
of pacifism, and-the.bankruptcy
of liberalism, you would not
want to miss the ideas in The
Internationalist Perspectiv e: If
you want to preview the concepts
of the next century instead of
hearing sterile repetitions of the
last century's cliches, you can
find solid food for thought in the
pages of The Internationalist
Perspective.

us and ask for the free,
informative SBLI FAC'I'S
booklet. And you don't have
to be a depositor or customer of the bank to receive
this service.
*Average net annual paymen t for 5

years, based on I g1969 Savings Bank
Life Insurance dividend scale.

S.B.L.I. is 4TH IN THE
AMOUNT OF ORDINARY
LIFE INSURANCE IN FORCE
IN MASSACHUSETTS OF
APPROXIMATELY 140 LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANIES
LICENSED IN-THE $TATE.

|
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J2INGS IBANK

Our literature would. be
of particular interest to students
of philosophy and to all Sincerely concerned about the problems
of war and peace in this technological era.

IFE INURANCE

...

.

___

;o,~:

you Savings Accounts, Mortgage Loans, and Savngs Bank Life Insurance

CAMBRIDGEPORT SAVINGS BANK
LIFE INSURA.NCE DEPARTMENT
Right in Central-Square, Cambridge, Mass.
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The Internationalist Perspective
P.O. Box 639, New York 10009
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